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PARAFFIN AND POISON PROTECT WOOD FROr TEREDO

Discovery has been made hare of a way to seal poison in wood which promises
Dmplate protection for railroad ties, wharf piling, mining and ship timbers against
*1(s ravages of land and water creatures like the tared°. Dr. Paul Bartsch, curator
f mollusks of the Smithsonian Institution at Pashington has found that by forcing
°t Paraffin containing copper or arsenic salts into timbers under pressure the woodan. be preserved from damage by shipworms and other desturctive forms of life. The
sthod of application is the same as that now used in treating timber with creosote.

Heretofore it has been found hard to keep preservatives in the wood. Gradually
1E) poisons leached out, and left the timber unprotected. By tha use of paraffin,
hlch is resistant to water, acids, and alkalis, Dr. Bartsch claims this leaching can
B overcome and the wood protected more effectively and with lass expense than byresent preservatives.

The Forest Products Laboratory reports that the hot paraffin solutions have agreat penetrative power and blocks treated by the na; method iodides of copperamri-- arsenic sealed in have been found by officers at the Key rest Naval station to be4rlaffected by shipworms after three months exposure in infested waters '..here the un-t
reated wood to which they were attached was promptly attacked.

Or, Bartsch now has a less-expensive highly-poisonous copper salt and is working° obtain a cheaper arsenic preparation, which he believes will eventually displaceresent timber preservatives. When the Panama Canal was built the greenheart woodused in the lock gates on account of it being largely resistant to marine borers.41e difficulty was experienced in getting men to handle the wood, as on some it haseffect similar to that of our poison oak. Recently it has been found that even.1s toxic timber is attacked by the mollusks which chisel out their homes inside itIth impunity. They use the tooth-like edges of their shells.

a _ A colony burrowing through the .600d weakens the timber and often results inc)ZIIY piling being completely cut in two. Untreated v.00d shows the holes which the11.4sli makes in three months and some creosoted timber after two years in the waterbeen found to be infested. Copper solutions of one in 2,000,000 have been foundadlY, and Dr. Bartsch claims that when the tender tenacles of marine forts come in,°11tact with his preparation they will curl up like the victim of a wood alcoholPa).4:..Y. Then the ship-worm swallows impregnated sawdust his boring days will be-°mptly over.

a

Any number of poisons can probably be effectively kept in the wood by mixing
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them in the paraffin. So resistant is paraffin to the effect of acids that bottles
are made of it to hold hydrofluoric acid which eats through glass. Heat alone would
1.4elt it out, but for railroad ties a paraffin too hard to be affected by the sun's

s heet would be used.

READING REFERENCE - Determining penetration of wood preservatives. Engineer and
Contractor, 57:388. April 26, 1922- l'allis-Tayler, Alexander J. The pre-
servation of wood. N.Y. D. Van Nostrand & Co., 1g17.

BLA:1S UNSCIENTIFIC FARP1NG FOR CIVILIZATION'S DOrNFALL

Agricultural limitations probably caused the final break-down of the remarkableIlaYan civilization, about 550-650 A.D. and brcught about the desertion of m7,ny ofits magnificent cities, turning into a tropical wilderness a cr.untry which formerlysupported at least 5,003,000 people, in the opini,.7.n of Dr. Sylvanus G. Morley, of
the Carnegie Institution of Vashington, who recently returned from an exploring ex-Pedition in northern Guatemala.

;tile the Maya race had worked out a system of time measurereent v,hich greatlyexcelled that of the Greeks, Romans, or Egytians, their methods of farming ware/1-2;rY crude, he claims, like those of the imdern Indians. The process was to burn°ff the forest and brush on land selected fur cultivation. After one or two cropsnave been made on this land, they allowed the field to lie fallow, and proceeded toand burn and plant another field, and so on until sufficient brush had accumu-'6,ted on the first field for reburning it.

. Repeated burning over of the land causes grasses to come in. In this way,',shanks Dr, Morley, the forests ';are converted into grass lands. Planted crops were'hoked out. The rapidly multiplying people needed fresh lands pnd finally moved

Other archaeologists have attributed this apparently sudden break-up to a seriesOf
Yellow fever epidemics, but Dr. Morl4y discredits this theory.

HOW DO WE SEE COLORS? PERHAPS THIS rAY.

J- The mechanism by which the aye sees colors has puzzled scientists. But Dr.4!,net Howell Clark of Johns Hopkins University presented to the Optical Society of,40,erica today her theory of how the eye transfers the sensation of colored light tobrain. This is_it, in essence.

(If Vision is assuiLed to be produced by the emission of electrons or tiny particlesrc./d hegative electricity;from a single light-sensitive substance) occurring in bothsand cones. When one colored light falls on rods End cones, electrons are emitt-Th ith an average velocity characteristic of the wave-length of the exciting light.fo!_LaYer of negatively charged electrons and the positively charged cone or rod willrac;fr. the plates of a condenser, similar to the ordinary electric condenser used in asat, Then this condenser discharges, a high frequency, alternating current.401 pass along the ..lerv6 to the brain will be different and specific for eachlength of exciting liEht. Since each cone is connected directly to the brain41.°461 one nerve fiber, whereas several rods are connected through one fiber, theto``rLeteristic freiuencies reach the brain unchanged only in the case of the cones,thE,t the cones alone are responsible for color vision.
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MAKE STEIN BY ELECTRICITY

The natural order is being reversed in a large plant here, where electricityis being used for generating stem needed for paper manufacturing, instead of theusual process of making electricity from steam. This is possible because locallythe price of coal happens to be higher at this plant than the equivalent quantityof electricity.

The work is being done in the plant of the Belgo-Canadian Pulp and Paper Com-Pany, which is making steam in a 20,000 kilowatt electric steam generator. The effi-ciency of the installation is 98 per cent of the theoretical. Thus 60,000 poundsV water are evaporated into steam per hour -eith apparatus that cost only about25,000 to install. This installationecost is very much less than would have beenthe cost of a coal-burning plant of the same steam capacity,and it is believed that$4,000 a month is being saved by the new system which replaces one which would re-quire 75 tons of coal per day to operate.

The amount of steam generated and the pressure maintained in the boilersgoverned very accurately according to the quantity of steam required in the papertaking. This is cone very simply, as increasing or decreasing the depth to whichthe electrodes are immersed in the tanks accomplishes the regulation quickly andaccurately.

Such installations are being considered for numerous other plants but they willProbably be possible only where vary cheap electric power is available from water-Power plants. If the saving in initial cost, small space occupied by the boilers,,nd saving of fuel become important, the chances for this scheme will be good. Itls probable, holhevr, that in 999 cases out of 1,000 engineers will still continuat° make electricity from steam, instead of using this new process of making steamfrom electricity.

ADING REFERENCE - Muller, Richard. Hydroelectrical engineering: a book for,Ydraulic and electrical engineers, students and others. N.Y. G. E. Stechert & Co.,
4.921.

Gibson, Arnold H. ed. Hydro-electric engineering. London,Blackiearid son., 1921.

DO FLOrERS ATTRACT INSECTS BY INVISIBLE RAYS?

, Do flowers use rays not visible to the human eye to attract insects to them?1̀;?rtein insects can spot ultraviolet light that can not be seen by man and some,1,-°ssoms, in addition to their ordinary brilliant hues, vary in the kind of short4'101t rays that they emit.

t Prof. F. K. Richtmyer of Cornell University told the Optical Society of Americape?ting at the Bureau of Standards in rashington that these invisible rays may guider.c4len bearing insects to the flowers in their search for honey. Giving signals inti4lYs shorter than the deepest violet that we can sea brings the flc;ers the pollenis necessary to it in producing seed. Experiments made by Prof. Richtmyerennv el°rado flowers show that flowers apparently differ in their reflection of ultra-
'01et as much as i. their visible colors.

All A small fraction of a gram of tellurium is used in a re.dio detector, yet the4o0nda Copper Co. has sold over a ton of this rare metal for this use alone.
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(A Chat on Science)

THE arli OF NIAGARA

By Dr. Edwin E. Slosson
of Science Service, rashington.

If a man stood on the banks of the Mississippi at the time of the springfreshet, when the stream was carrying down to the Gulf fences, pigs, chickens, fur-niture, and occasionally, a house, he would be seriouely concerned over the loss ofthe property of those who had soi_little to lose, and erhaps exert himself to savesome of it; but the continuous calamity of Niagara arouses in him no feelings of anature to mar his enjoyment. He shows the same aesthetic appreciation of a sublimeand beautiful spectacle and the sameindifference to its cost as Nero at the burningOf Rome.

It is easier to comprehend how much it is costing us to keep up Niagara as aspectacle if we Put the waste in concrete terms. Various engineers have estimatedthat it would be possible to get from Niagara Falls over 5,000,000 more horse-powerthan is now utilized. In one of the large steam plants of New York City the cost ofPower is $50 a year per horse-power. Taking these figures as sufficiently close for°Lir purpose, the water that goes over the Falls represents the annihilation of po-tential wealth at the rate of some $250,000,000 a year or nearly $30,0U0 an hour.
'Fe are told thet there are some millions of people in poverty and poorly nou-rished in this country, yet here is wasted the equivalent of 250,000 loaves of breade-n hour. 'e may see with our mind's eye 600,000 nice fresh eggs dropping over thePrecipice every hour and making a gigantic omelet in the whirlpool. If calico eereritinUously pouring from the looms in a stream 4,000 feet wide like Niagara Riverwould represent the same destruction of property. If a Carnegie Libr:ry were held•ILlIder the spout it would be filled eith good books in an hour or to. Or we canragine a big department store floating down from Lake Erie every day and smashingtts varied contents on the rocks 160 feet below. That -eould be an exceedingly in-erecting and diverting spectacle, quite as attractive to the crowd as the present,na no more expensive to maintain. Yet some people might object to th,et on thet.01-4-1d of extravagance who now object to the utilization of the power of the falling

114ter.

t:°re their aesthetic and cultural value. On the contrary, I would wish to enhanceinterest and impressiveness of Niagara Falls by making it a rarer spectacle. Thet eon why people fail to appreciate the beauty of the clouds, of the sunset and of
fie landscape from their windows is because these are so con.mon. If a bouquet of
t reworks were shot off at eight o'clock every night we would not care to look atthen'. Of course the Falls would be turned on for all legal holidays and as often asthere was sufficient demand for it. On such occasions those vho wished to go down
4;3 current in barrels could enjoy their favorite sport. raddings would naturally be
prr4nged to come off at a time when the Falls fell. At the hours when the water was
°4ibited from making a run on the banks, rambles over the eroded rocks and worn
On4els '0.culd be of great interest to the geologist and the tourist. Couples andf;,°0t4eS could be photcgrhed t the Falls then, as they are ncw, by posing them innt of a painted screen.

Many more people would see Niagara and their enjoyment of it would be mucht44ter if it could be seen only on fete days. Thinking they could see it i.ny time,
45and5 of people have neglected it in favor of some passing show.

t44 Of course, there is something impressive in the thought that the flood pours
naering into the abyss all of the time regardless of sight-seers. But if one has

It must not be supposed that I am insensible to the beauties of nature or ig-
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not sufficient imagination to find an equal emotional value in the contemplation of
the varied life and industry it supports as it pours through the penstocks and spins
th5 turbines he can swell with satisfaction on the though of the millions of years
sten it was of no use to anybody.

In 1893, when Lord Kelvin stood on the brink of Niagara, he was not so much
impressed by its grandeur as he was saddened by the sight of such an enormous waste
Of power, and he expressed the hope that he would live to see it all utilized, anObservation which was much ridiculed at the time by hard-hearted sentimentalists and
14.1imaginativepcet5. To them Niagara was a mere spectacle, but to the great scien-tist, who had devoted his life to the study and exposition of the law of the conser-!ation of energy, it was much more. His prophetic aye could see the poor who mightbe enriched, the homes that could be made happy, the hungry who might be fed, theIlaked who might be clothed, and the toiling millions who might be relieved of theirburdens by the water dashing upon the rocks below for the amusement of idle tourists.

READING REFERENCE - The Niagara book by D. Howells, Mark Twain, Prof, N. S. Shaler;11c1 others. N.Y. Doubleday, Page 3: Co,, 1901. Edbauer, John. New guide and4eY to Niagara Falls. Buffalo, N.Y. J, Edbauer, 1920.

BUFFALO DEDICATES $1,000,000 CHEMICAL LABORATORY

The $1,000,000 chemical laboratory of the University of Buffalo, Foster Hall,'ps dedicated Friday, October 27, -ith addresses by Chancellor-elect Samuel P. Capen,II% Edwin E. Slosson of Science Service,  "ashington, and Dr. Edgar F. Smith of Phila-aresident of the American Chemical Society.

to The laboratory, the gift of O. E. Foster, a Buffalo philanthropist, is designed, meet the special needs of the steel, electro-chemical, dye and hydro-electric in-utl,..stries on the Niagara Frontier, which more and more are relying upon the universityfained man for important technical and administrative positions.

a In a broad sense, indeed, the erection of this laboratory is in response to thetibbands of business interests in this section of the country for a home institutionT1,4t would train students for positions of leadership in the respective industries.ti'le building, erected of solid concrete, is the first of the group to be built forthe Greater University of Buffalo on a new 150-acre campus that has been obtained ine northern section of the city.

is Dr. Capen, who was installed as chancellor on the day following the dedication,
st a specialist in higher education. Mile engaged in making surveys for the United

t.4tes department of education, he evolved the technique now generally used to ascer-
1.11 the vital facts concerning policies, financial administration and educational'fectiveness of the institutions considered.

The new chemical laboratory of the University of Buffalo is not the largest butit
1, ls considered one of the best and finest equipped of its kind in the world. One
1.7,e room is so constructed that walls may be added or torn out, according to thei'tquirements of the work under way. It is equipped vdth metallurgical, industrial,
ttc/rganic, organic, analytical, advanced analytical, microscopy and research labora-

ries, with private laboratories for the professors in charge.
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URGES MODERN METHODS TO SAVE COAL WASTE

"Much coal is being lost beyond the possibility of recovery and the time maycome when the states will levy a tax on coal which is unnecessarily left in minedout areas." This was the warning of H. Foster Bain, director of the U. S. Bureau ofMines, in an address before the American Iron and Steel Institute here tonight.

Only about half of the coal is obtained by some of the more wasteful methodswhereas in well planned mines 90 to 92 per cent is recovered, he said. The applica-tion of engineering knowledge during the last twenty-five years has brought greatimprovement in amount of coal recovered, increase of safety, and decrease of cost.Director Bain emphasized the economy of operating modern mines at maximum capacityand vorking them out in the shortest time possible.

More extensive introduction of machinery underground is to be anticipated butit will be necessary to change mining methcds in order to realize the full economyof machinery. In the early days of mining the three essentials were mining cars,tracks, and ventilating currents. Now electric haulage, motors, mining machinery,loading machiherty,and in some instances mechanical conveyor systems are being used.Our mines, said Director Bain, are gradually being converted into vast machine-shops,Which require specialists in various mechanical lines to keep the machinery in effi-cient working condition. The load is being taken off men and put on machines, mak-ing the man the supervisor of the machine rather than the substitute for the machine.
From the standpoint of economy of oper-tion, high recovery of coal and the con-trol of conditions that affect safety, Dr. Bain considers the close adherence to awell thought-out plan, adapted to the local conditions, as a first obligation onoperetors and managers.

NE7S OF THE STARS

Measuring the Milky Way

By Isabel M. Lewis,
of U.S. Naval Observatory,

Is the Milky 1- ay 40,000 or 300,000 light years in diameter? At present thereis a division of opinion among astronomers on this question.
The solution of the problem may be said to rest upon a determination of the

nature, distribution and distance of spiral nebulae and globular star clusters,
Dr. Harlow Shepley, now director of the Harvard College Observatory, made an.extensive study of globular star-clusters a few years ago at Mt. ',7ilson. As a result

°f his researches he Came to the conclusion that the globular star-clusters are atormous distances from the Milky Vay and, since the sun and its, planet earth are inhe Milky Vay, they are at correspondingly great distances from the earth. The near-globular star-cluster, he found, was about 21,000 light years from the earth,ettostidistant 220,000 light years. The nearest globular star-cluster to tha planethe Milky Tay was about 5,000 light years distant from it and none were to bey°11ncl around its borders. The most distant globular cluster was about 200,000 lightoe rs from the Milky Vay. All globular star-clusters, of which there were not overhundred in the entire heavens, appeared to be symetrically distributed in an an-
jnximately spherical .form with respect to the Milky ray. The center of this system
tl! globular star clusters lay in the Milky I:Tay itself about 50,000 light years fromsolar system. There were about as many clusters above the plane of the Milky

as there were below it. The Milky ';!ay itself, a flattened, discoidal-shaped as-
°Iblage of stars, gaseous nebulae and coarse star clusters, was found to be 300,000
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light years in extent along its greater axis, according to the results of Dr.
IlaPley's researches. Its heterogeneous mass of stars, nebulae and clusters result-ed, possibly, from the disintegration of globular clusters that had chanced to corLewlthin its limits.

The recent discovery on Harvard plates and on a photograph taken by Dr. Lamp-
land with the 40-inch reflector of the Lowell Observatory of a new globular star-
clustr gives even greater dir.ensions to this system of globular star-clusters, ac-ording to Dr. %laPley's estimates. This newly-discovered cluster is in the constel-ivation of Lynx, It is one of the faintest known and also one of the most distant.It has been found to be 165,000 light years from theaarth and 200,000 light yearsLrom the plane of the Milky .Tay and the center of the globular system. It is in aPart of the sky opposite to that in which most of the globular clusters are found
a

tnd the distance from this cluster to the most distant cluster in the opposite por-tion of the heavens is 350,000 light years. This greatly increases the known diame-ter of the system of globular clusters and the extent of the universe at right anglesto the plane of the Milky ray.

The leading opponent of Dr. Shapley's views if probably Dr. Hebert D. Curtis,director.1 of the Allegheny Observatory who has made a special study of spiral nebulae•who favors the more conservative dimensions of 30,000 or 40,000 light years forilkyV:ay. Dr. Curtis is a strong supporter of the "island-universe" theoryconsiders the spiral nebulae as galaxies or island universessimilar in form anddimensions to the Milky VJay. SpiralAlebulae as well as globular star-clusters aretlillwn to be external to the Milky Tay. Thera are known to be at least 700,000 of!lex within the reach of powerful telescopes. Dr. Shapley places them at approxi-talY the same order of distances as the globular star-clusters but according toCurtis' views the spirals must be, on the average, at least several millions oflaht Years away.

REA, DING REFERENCES - Arrhenius, Svanta, A. The destinies of the stars, p. 41-83

!
"iddle of the Milky Way. N.Y. G.P. Putnams sons. 1918. Shapley, H. & CurtisIf' D. The scale of the universe. National research council Bulletin, v. 2 pt. 3.aY, 1921.

FRENCH 'ORK TO MAKE SAFE AND SPEEDY AUTO
Ile,. Improvement of small, high-speed cars is the outstanding feature shown in thees! designs on exhibit at the seventeenth Salon de l'Automobile at Paris. The great-effort has been directed to producing six to tan horse-power machines which will'lye maximum speed with minimum gasoline consumption.
viv More aluminum is being used in engine construction to decrease bulk and weight,aalfle most cars are now fitted with brakes on all four wheels to secure greateran !tY, rhere a few years ago, the ten horse-power cars could not make over 37 milescal °ur, today the machines of the same horse-power with mailer cylinder capacityta4ke 50 miles an hour. French engineers are aiming to produce a ten horse-powerwith the speed and endurance of the thirty:.horse-power car of a few years ago.

1/4DI01_ NG REFERENCES - Ayers, L.P. Automobile industry and its future. Cleveland,Ohio.01"eland trust Co. 1921. National automobile chamber of commerse. Handbook1,4tomobi1es, 1922 ed. N.Y.
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GROW NEV:SPAPERS AT HOME

Newspapers these days are produced literally by the ton. On the average
throughout the year over seven million pounds of newsprint paper are used each day.A large item in the cost of this paper is freight for shipment from the paper millto the user and hence it has long been desired to make "newsprint" from materiallocally available in many parts of the country.

A Birmingham, Ala., publisher has demonstrated that it is possible to make:uch paper from Alabama spruce pine. It has been demonstrated conclusively, too,'or a complete issue of one of the daily papers of the city has been printed onP4Per made from wood of this southern tree

Of the six million cords of wood ground up for paper pulp each year practically11 is consumed in the northern states from Maine to Minnesota, usibg wood grown inthese states or imported from Canada. That other woods are also well suited toPaper making, is an important fact.

It isestimated there is enough of the Alabama spruce pine within thirty miles.0! 
It

to make 100 tons of paper per day for fifty years; and, cf course,I lthin that period there is ample time to grow as much more. So one can well sayin that district, and probably in many other parts of the country as eell, the sup-PlY of paper-making wood could be made practically continuous.
. Moreover, most of this forest "second growth" is wood not suited for lumberIt can, however, be ground up into pulp, treated according to the usualrel,eical processes with sulphate, sulphite, or soda liquor, then washed and made22t° Paper. This can be done almost as satisfactorily as with wood of the northernQLe,tes and Canada from which virtually all of the present supply is now drawn.

TO TEACH PAPER MAKING ON PAPER ALREADY MADE

t, Paper is now being used to teach students how to make paper to be used inee.ching students how--. Ju3t how far it will go is not known, but the UniversityV Wisconsin and the Forest Products Laboratory in cooperation with the Wisconsinn()i'd of Vocational Education is giving a correspondence course in the manufacture;11' wood pulp and paper. The correction of papers and actual teaching will be in thein of the Forest Products Laboratory and the technical advice of their expertsbeing made available to the correspondence school students.

!1,E1ING REFERENCE - Cross, Charles J. A text book of paper making. ad. 5 N.Y.& Chamberlain, 1920. Paper work of Bureau of Standards, Paper 29:12-15.. 18, 1922, 17est, C. J. Recent advances in pulp and paper. J. IndustrialEngineering Chemistry, 14:858-60. Sept., 1922.

th.., The Agricultural As7,ociation of Czechoslovakia is trying to teach the people offoc't country to eat corn bread. The natives heretofore have regarded corn only fitr hog feeding and distilling.

earthwork and palisade of palm leaves is being built to save the rich dateth \'Ing oases of the Djerid of Tunii from the gradual encroachment of the sands ofdesert.
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STERILIZING MICE BY X-RAYS CAUSES MONSTROUS FORMS

. "To hold out hope of applying X-rays as a means of producing temporary ster-
ility in the case of humans is little short of a calamity", declares Dr. C. C.
Little of the Departreent of Genetics of the Carnegie Institution of rashinston l s
experiment station at Cold SpringHarber, L. I., in discussing an address before

.the recent Birth Control Congress in London.

Announcement was made at this meeting that results of experiments in checking
the reproduction of rats by means of the X-ray had indicated that the offspring
of such treated rats were normal,

Dr. Little, who has studied the effect of the X-rays on large numbers of mice,
denies this normality and claims that gross abnormalities and monstrosities result
later from exposure to X-rays, The first generation, he says, are apparently normal
although the litters are slightly smaller. In the second, third, fourth and fifth
g!nerations of mice descended from treated mice, but themselves untreated, in addi-
ion to 2,000 normal young more than 275 grossly abnormal individuals were produced.
k)meeof these were blind, some had nc cranium, others no lower jay!, or no mouths,or distorted and crippled feet and legs. Among approximately 1,200 descendants ofuntreated mice there was produced only one monster in general dissimilar from theOther types.

CONSERVATIVE COURT URGES STERILIZATION TO STOP CRIME

London, Oct. 16.- In passing sentence on an epileptic prisoner, Mr, JusticeRoche at the Central Criminal Court declared, "In my judgment, the medical profes-
sion of this country would be performing a public service if they studied earnestlythe question of the feasibility of sterilizing both men and women with tendenciessuch as the man before me has. To allow them to produce is breeding from the worstc.)f all stock, and propagating dSisease and crime. I am expressing no opinion whetheris feasible or whether Parliament should pass such a measure, That depends onIhe examination of skilled persons as to the feasibility and risks attending."

T. Commenting on these words of the learned judge, a communication to the London,imes says, "May I point out that sterilization by law, although perhaps a novelIdea to the insular Briton has been in existence in the other great English-speakingtion for a long time? Fifteen States in the United States enacted sterilizationJ'aws before the year 1920,"

BLACK DOT BEST TEST FOR SHARP EYES
A plain black dot made exactly large enough to be just visible to the normal.)re at twenty feet was recommended to the Optical Society of America meeting intashington as the best test of acuteness of vision. J. M. McCallie of the Board of;41uoation of Trenton, N. J., said that the simple black dot was superior to various'Otter tests that are generally used. The dot test has been used for small children,lilliterates and those who do not speak English, but it is declared to be superiorOr literates also,

It is estimated that there were the remains of 100,000 horses in the wall of
bo nes 

which protected prehistoric men in their rock-shelter found at Solutre, France.

L
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TABLOID BOOK REVIEV,S

"THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION ANNUAL REPORT". By the Rockefeller Foundation,
61 Broadway, New York City. 446 pp.

10

A great world organization for health briefly tells of its work in this report.
Actually its activities can not be appraised; concretely, President George E. Vin-
cent, summarized its activities: "The Rockefeller Foundation continued a quarter-million annual appropriation to the School of Hygiene and Public Health of JohnsHoPkins University; pledged two million to Harvard for a school of health; contri-buted to public health training in Czechoslovakia, Brazil, and the United States;"'Lied the Pasteur Institute of Paris to recruit and train personnel; promoted theeluse of nurse training in America and Europe; underwrote an experimental pay clinicln the Cornell Medical School; formally opened a complete modern medical school andn°sPital in Peking; assisted twenty-five other medical centers in China; promised alillion dollars for the medical school of Columbia University; contracted to appro-Priate three and one half millions for the rebuilding and reorganization of thetn'3̀clical school and hospital of the Free University of Brussels; made surveys ofPedical schools in Japan, China, the Philippines, Indo-China, Straits Settlements,India, Syria, and Turkey; supplied American and British medical journals to2 medical libraries on the Continent; supplemented the laboratory equipment and.1131)1ias of five medical schools in Central Europe; defrayed the expenses of com-lissions from Great Britain, Belgium, Serbia, and Brazil; provided 157 fellowships_ n hniene, medicine,physics and chemistry, to representatives of eighteen countries;continued a campaign against yellow fever in Mexico, Central and South America;osecuted demonstr-tions in the control of malaria in ten states; co-operated injokworm work in nineteen gcvernrantal areas; participated in rural health demonstra-ns lp seventy-seven American counties and in Brazil; neared the goal of trans-rring'French agencies an anti-tuberculosis organization in France; provided ex-ts in medical education and public health for counsel and surveys in many partsworld, and rendered sundry minor services to governments and voluntary socie-al_es. These were done in part by the Foundation directly, but chiefly through its';,,
n
e_Partmental agencies - the International Health Board, the China Medical Board, ande Division of Medical Education.

AFRICAN RADIUM ORE TILL LAST ONLY THREE YEARS

St
The world must come back to Colorado for its radium. Dr. C. H. Viol, of the,2hdard Chemical Company's research laboratory, says that the two ounces of this;;Iscious element estimated to be the total quantity in the rich mineral deposits ofAfe.Belgian Kongo, are only enough to supply the world for about three years. These4:lean radium ores discovered in 1913 have been found to be much richer than the,7Posits in this country and the cheaper production made possible by this fact hasc-A4Y caused a .drop in the market price from $100,000 m.gram to $70,000 a gram.fo'ess richer deposits are soon found elsewhere, the v,orld will again be dependentr its supply on the ores in our western States.

cc Some 22,030,000 pounds of carbon black made from natural gas is used in thisuntry every year in the production of automobile tires.

The strength and elasticity of leather are greater when the air is moist than'11 it is dry.


